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1. Publication and Authorship
REGION accepts only original contributions. Authors must disclose any financial or substantive conflict of interest and
must acknowledge the work of others. Plagiarism, falsification, omitting significant material, and fraudulent data are not
allowed. Authors must explicitly cite others’ work and ideas in references (see REGION’s Style Sheet and Submission
Guidelines for proper references/citations). REGION cannot accept work that is under consideration by any other
publication at the same time or that has been published elsewhere. If a portion is considered elsewhere, authors must
indicate so. Authors must disclose if their submission has been published elsewhere, in its entirety or any portion of it,
including if a substantially similar version was published in another language. Articles previously published in languages
other than English may be considered by the editorial board if they believe that the work deserves additional
dissemination in English (e.g., if it was originally published in a local journal and will reach a different community of
readers via REGION as an international journal), comes from a less-commonly used language in the field, and supports
REGION’s mission of providing a platform for less frequently heard voices in REGION’s field of study, and is referenced
as such. In such cases the author should inform the editors of the status of the manuscript upon initial submission (e.g.,
translated without change; translated with minor revisions; translated with substantial revisions; etc.). Where portions of
the content overlap with published or submitted content, authors should acknowledge and cite those sources. Moreover,
authors should provide the editor with a copy of any other submitted manuscript that might contain overlapping or closely
related content.
2. Author’s Responsibilities
Authors are encouraged to participate in REGION’s peer-review process. All listed authors of articles published in
REGION must have contributed significantly to the specific research reflected in that article. By agreeing to publish in
REGION, authors affirm that all data and research are authentic. All authors agree that, should it be brought to their or the
editors’ attention that errors that have been identified in their contribution, authors agree to the publication of corrections
or retractions as necessary.
3. Peer review & Responsibility for REGION’s reviewers
REGION has a double-blind peer-review process based on initial editor screening and double-blind refereeing by a
minimum of two reviewers. Conversely, REGION’s editors treat all submissions confidentially. Our journal will respond
to your submission in a timely manner; usually, editors are able to report back to authors within four months. REGION’s
reviewers’ judgments must be objective and must declare if there is a conflict of interest with the research or authors or
research funding support. Articles must be treated confidentially. If reviewers are aware of relevant published work not
cited here, they are expected to bring it to the attention of the authors.
4. Responsibility for Editors
REGION’s editors have the authority to reject or accept a submission once they have a reasonable degree of certainty.

Editors must disclose any potential conflict of interest with respect to articles submitted to REGION. If errors are found in
the publication, the editorial board will promote the correction or retraction. The editorial board will maintain the
anonymity of the reviewers.
5. Publishing Ethics Issues
REGION’s editorial operation (including the main editorial office as well as remote participants, such as the editorial
board) as a whole is responsible for monitoring and enforcing adherence to the ethical principles outlined in this
declaration. The editorial office will maintain records of submission and revision so as to ensure the historiographic
record, e.g., in establishing precedence in publishing any proposal, interpretation, or data, etc. The editorial office will not
permit business considerations to influence its editorial decisions. The editorial office will publish corrections,
clarifications, retractions, and apologies as required, and will take all reasonable measures to guard REGION against
possible plagiarism or fraudulent data.
Contact information
Please contact REGION’s Managing Editor, Dr. Joonseo Song, at songjoo1@hufs.ac.kr regarding any questions or issues
relating to the above subjects.

